
YOUR FABRICATION PROS

Full-service structural steel fabrication—
fast, flexible, and measured right.

FLYNN BROS. 
PROJECTS



BUILDING YOUR BUSINESS 
ONE CUT AT A TIME.
With your company vision and our experience, Flynn Bros. Projects 
is your partner in expanding operations quickly and affordably.

Everyone, from our design team and managers to the welders  on the 
shop floor, handles each task with a personal touch. So from the 
moment you sit down with us to the completion of your structural 
steel project, you can be confident that your needs come first. 
After all, we don’t just build with integrity—we live it.



STRUCTURAL STEEL FABRICATION: 
THE IN-HOUSE EXPERIENCE

It starts with your vision. With your intended build in mind, we take 
the time to work out what the perfect structural steel project looks like 
for your business. 
After you approve your free initial plan, we fill out the details with you 
at every step of the process alongside our in-house design, fabrication, 
and project management teams. A detailed quote, milestone check-ins, 
and consistent communication keep everything on track.
With our on-site sandblasting and painting capabilities and a 
versatile, knowledgeable team of welders and steel fitters, your 
project is fully managed by our hands—not a sub-contractor’s.                                                        

WHAT DOES OUR DESIGN AND FABRICATION PROCESS LOOK LIKE?

After your fabrication is completed, we can either install the structure 
ourselves or transport it to your site, ensuring the final steps are as 
measured as the first.

Want a detailed walkthrough every step of the way?                                                     
We can do that. Your success is our mission, and with a dedicated and 
personable management team close at hand, we ensure you are never 
in the dark about where your investment is at.

Contact us today for a free consultation.



THE FLYNN BROS. 
ADVANTAGE

Manufacturing takes more than paper and plans—the people have to fit right. 
Starting with the wrong strategy can often bring about complicated hand-offs, costly 
delays, and gaps in communication.

The solutions delivered by our structural steel manufacturing team at Flynn Bros. 
Projects result in faster, more cost-effective growth—period.

Just like you, this is our hand-built business—not a 
factory. From design to build, we’re about your business, 
and our method keeps you in the driver’s seat.

OUR RELATIONSHIPS ARE BUILT TO FIT.

READY TO TALK PLANS?
Call anytime—we’re happy to get your next 

fabrication project started right.

contact@flynnbros.com

1 (780) 939-3000

8902-95 Street Morinville, 
Alberta T8R 1K7

flynnbros.com
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